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This paper presents aut, a modern Automath he ker. It is a straightforward re-implementation of the Zandleven Automath he ker from the seventies.
It was implemented about ve years ago, in the programming language C. It a epts
both the AUT-68 and AUT-QE diale ts of Automath. This program was written to
restore a damaged version of Jutting's translation of Landau's Grundlagen. Some
notable features:
It is fast. On a 1GHz ma hine it will he k the full Jutting formalization (736K
of non-whitespa e Automath sour e) in 0.6 se onds.
Its implementation of -terms does not use named variables or de Bruijn indi es
(the two ommon approa hes) but instead uses a graph representation. In this
representation variables are represented by pointers to a binder.
The program an ompile an Automath text into one big `Automath single line'
style -term. It outputs su h a term using de Bruijn indi es. (These -terms
annot be he ked by modern systems like Coq or Agda, be ause the -typed
- al uli of de Bruijn are di erent from the -typed - al uli of modern type
theory.)
The sour e of aut is freely available on the Web at the address <http://www. s.
kun.nl/~freek/aut/> .
Keywords: Automath, formalized mathemati s, proof obje ts, type theory.

Abstra t.

1. Introdu tion
1.1.

Automath

This paper des ribes an implementation of the mathemati al language
Automath. The Automath proje t was the rst signi ant attempt to
use a omputer to verify the orre tness of mathemati al texts that
have been spelled out in full detail. The Automath languages were
designed by N.G. de Bruijn in the late sixties. The Automath proje t
was very a tive during the seventies, but it died when its funding
stopped. However, Automath keeps having a strong in uen e on the
urrent pra ti e of mathemati al proof he king.
The standard referen e about Automath is (Nederpelt et al., 1994).
This is a ompilation of almost all important Automath publi ations.
It ontains as (A.3) a good introdu tion to Automath, (van Daalen,
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1973). The main important Automath paper that is missing from this
olle tion is the paper (de Bruijn, 1991) about teles opes.
The Automath language has several variants. The main diale ts
of the language are AUT-68, AUT-QE, AUT-SYNT, AUT-, AUTSL and AUT-. The rst two have been implemented. The third
and fourth are improvements of the rst two that never have been
implemented, although texts have been written in them. The last two
are variants that are not intended for writing texts, but for ompiling
texts into.
1.2.

Grundlagen

The largest existing Automath formalization is the translation of a
small mathemati s book. The book is Grundlagen der Analysis by
Edmund Landau (Landau, 1965). It treats the de nition of the eld
of omplex numbers. It onsists of 161 pages of German text, whi h
is divided in 301 `Satze' (theorems). The translation was done by
Bert van Benthem Jutting. It is reported on in his PhD thesis (van
Benthem Jutting, 1979).
The Grundlagen onsists of ve hapters, whi h orrespond to N + ,
+
Q , R + , R and C . There are two translations of hapter 4. The rst
translation follows the German original and de nes R as the union of
two disjoint opies of R+ (for the positive and negative numbers) and
of a singleton set (for the zero). The se ond translation, whi h is alled
4a, de nes R as equivalen e lasses of pairs of elements of R+ , where
two pairs are onsidered equivalent if they have the same di eren e.
The stru ture of the Automath translation of the Grundlagen is:
2
3 @@ 4
1
@@
@@
@@

5
4a
This means that the translation of hapter 5 should be he ked as a
ontinuation of the se ond translation of hapter 4.
The le grundlagen.aut onsists of the on atenation of 1, 2, 3, 4a
and 5. It ontains 10702 lines of Automath and its size is 736K. A TEX
version of the German original is 189K. This means that the Automath
version of the book is a fa tor of 3:9 larger than the original. The
Automath le does not ontain any whitespa e so it makes more sense
to ompare the sizes of these les when they are ompressed with gzip.
In that ase the fa tor be omes 155K=42K = 3:7. In (Wiedijk, 2000)
this fa tor is alled the de Bruijn fa tor. (For the other formalizations
that are investigated in (Wiedijk, 2000) the de Bruijn fa tor also lies
around 4.)
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1.3.

A new implementation

In the early nineties, I got a sta k of 5 14 -in h `soft' oppy disks ontaining a opy of the Automath les of the Grundlagen through my
friend Hans Mulder, who at that time was sharing an oÆ e with Bert
van Benthem Jutting. These les had been opied from omputer to
omputer during the years, and somehow had gotten orrupted. At
several points in the les some bytes would be missing, apparently
without any dis ernible pattern.1 Together with the oppies I got a
opy of (van Benthem Jutting, 1976), whi h is a ve volume te hni al
report ontaining a full print-out of the non- orrupted les.
The original Automath he kers already were no longer fun tional
at that time. They had been written in a programming language that
did not exist anymore, for a omputer that did not exist anymore. A
simple ya parser qui kly pointed out most of the orruption, after
whi h I typed in the missing pie es from the print-out. However, to be
sure that I had repaired the les orre tly, I needed a new Automath
he ker.
1.4.

Modern systems

(Wiedijk, 2002) is a omparison of fteen systems for formalization of
mathemati s in the spirit of the Automath proje t. These systems are
HOL, Mizar, PVS, Coq, Otter, Isabelle, Agda, ACL2, PhoX, IMPS,
Metamath, Theorema, Lego, Nuprl and mega. Of these systems Coq,
Agda and Lego are losest to Automath. However they are suÆ iently
di erent from Automath, that they are not usable for he king the
Automath version of the Grundlagen. See Se tions 6.1 and 6.5 below
for a des ription of the di eren e between the type system of Automath
and that of the modern systems.
Several of these systems { HOL, PVS, Coq, Isabelle, PhoX, Lego
and Nuprl { are also des endants of the LCF system (Gordon et al.,
1979). They are intera tive systems that operate on a `proof state' by
applying `ta ti s'. This is very di erent from Automath, where one
writes -terms that are he ked by a non-intera tive he ker.
The Agda system from Sweden, implemented by Catarina Coquand,
uses a ombination of the Automath approa h and the LCF approa h.
Its ta ti s do not operate on a proof state, but build the -term in the
text. Both its type theory and its `user experien e' are the losest that
one an get to Automath in a serious modern system.
1
Spe i ally there were 14 + 15 + 33 + 35 + 32 + 59 + 36 + 35 + 27 + 53 + 64 +
33 + 35 + 21 + 42 = 534 bytes missing. Be ause of this, ve lines had been joined.
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The Coq system from Fran e (The Coq Development Team, 2002),
originally implemented by Gerard Huet and Thierry Coquand, and now
being developed by a team under dire tion of Christine Paulin, is the
most popular of the Automath des endants. Various pie es of mathemati s have been formalized in Coq. For instan e there are: a development of real analysis by Mi aela Mayero, a development of ategory
theory by Amokrane Sabi, a proof of the orre tness of Bu hberger's
algorithm by Laurent Thery and Henrik Persson, a onstru tive proof
of the fundamental theorem of algebra by Herman Geuvers, Randy
Polla k, Freek Wiedijk and Jan Zwanenburg, and a signi ant part of
the proof of the four olor theorem by George Gonthier and Benjamin
Werner.

2. The program
We will now des ribe the aut program. We will rst present a fragment
of Automath to give an impression of the language that the program
he ks. Then we will des ribe the implementation of the program and
list its features.
2.1.

Example of a fragment of Automath

Here is the text of `Satz 137' (both the statement and the proof) from
page 75 of the German version of the Grundlagen :

Satz 137: Aus
folgt

 > ;  > 
 +  >  + :

Beweis: Na h Satz 134 ist

+ >+

und
also

 +  =  +  >  +  =  + ;

 +  >  + :
The statement of `Satz 134' that this proof refers to is `Aus  >  folgt
 +  >  +  .' And here is the Automath translation of `Satz 137',
whi h is alled satz137:2
2
The Automath fragment that is shown here orresponds to lines 3330, 3379,
3405, 3553, 3844{3849 of the le grundlagen.aut.
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ksi
eta
zeta
upsilon
m
+3137

*
*
*
*
*
*

ksi
eta
zeta
upsilon
m
n

n * t1
n * t2

-3137

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

-------------

;
;
;
;
;
;

ut
ut
ut
ut
more(ksi,eta)
more(zeta,upsilon)

:= satz134(ksi,eta,zeta,m)
; more(pl(ksi,zeta),
pl(eta,zeta))
:= ismore12(pl(zeta,eta),pl(eta,zeta),
pl(upsilon,eta),pl(eta,upsilon),
ompl(zeta,eta), ompl(upsilon,eta),
satz134(zeta,upsilon,eta,n))
; more(pl(eta,zeta),
pl(eta,upsilon))

n * satz137 := trmore(pl(ksi,zeta),pl(eta,zeta),
pl(eta,upsilon),t1".3137",t2".3137")
; more(pl(ksi,zeta),
pl(eta,upsilon))

From this example it will be lear that an Automath text or book
onsists of lines. Ea h of these lines has four parts: a ontext part,
an identi er part, a middle part and a ategory part. There are three
kinds of lines: blo k opening lines (these are the lines that have --- as
the middle part), primitive notion lines (these are lines that have PN as
the middle part, whi h do not o ur in this example) and abbreviation
lines.
Note that the identi er of a blo k opening line does not just denote
a variable, but also a whole ontext. A blo k opening line extends su h
a ontext with a new variable. For instan e when used in the ontext
part, the identi er zeta represents the ontext ksi; eta; zeta ` : : :
The text ontains a small paragraph alled 3137 (this identi er is a
ombination of hapter 3 and `Satz' 137). The line +3137 opens it and
the line -3137 loses it again. The index ".3137" is used to refer to
identi ers inside the paragraph.
This Automath fragment de nes the three fun tions t1(ksi,eta,
zeta,upsilon,m,n), t2(ksi,eta,zeta,upsilon,m,n) and satz137
(ksi,eta,zeta,upsilon,m,n). These orrespond to the three steps in
the proof of `Satz 137'. We will now brie y explain the meaning of the
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fun tion t1. The meanings of t2 and satz137 are similar. The meanings of the fun tions o urring in the middle parts of their de nitions
an be guessed by looking at the German original of this text.
In Automath, mathemati al obje ts have types, and their types have
type TYPE. Proofs also have types ( orresponding to propositions), and
these propositional types have type PROP.
In this example the variable ksi represents a positive real number,
and its type ut (an abbreviation of `Dedekind ut') represents the
type of positive real numbers. The type of the type ut itself is TYPE.
The fun tion t1 represents a proof of the statement  +  >  +  . It is
a `proof obje t' with type more(pl(ksi,zeta),pl(eta,zeta)). This
type represents a proposition and has itself type PROP.
The expression t1(ksi,eta,zeta,upsilon,m,n) is an abbreviation
of the expression satz134(ksi,eta,zeta,m). Both expressions have
the same type: more(pl(ksi,zeta),pl(eta,zeta)). This abbreviation means that whenever a well-typed expression t1( ,, ,,m,n)
is en ountered, it behaves exa tly as if it had been the expression
satz134( , , ,m).
Not all arguments of t1 are ordinary mathemati al obje ts: the last
two arguments are proof obje ts. In ontrast with lassi al mathemati s,
in Automath these an be used as arguments of fun tions. The argument m is a proof obje t of the propositional type more(ksi,eta) and
n is a proof obje t of type more(zeta,upsilon). Therefore t1 maps
proofs of  >  and  >  to a proof of  +  >  +  (the se ond proof
argument is not used in the body of t1, and it is not needed for the
inferen e, but it is present in the parameter list). In logi al terms this
means that t1 orresponds to the sequent:

 > ;  > 

` + >+

Note that Automath is a rather primitive language. An Automath text
just onsists of a sequen e of abbreviations of -terms. There is no
proof automation at all. Still the Grundlagen translation manages to
faithfully follow the German original.
2.2.

Implementation

The aut he ker is a straight-forward re-implementation of the program that is des ribed in (Zandleven, 1973). Algorithmi ally it does
not ontain any new ideas.
aut is written in highly portable ANSI C. It is a one pass bat h
program that reads an Automath book from the standard input stream
and prints error messages on the standard error stream. For the lexer
and parser of aut, the standard tools flex and ya have been used.
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The sour e ode of the aut is 3048 lines long, in luding the input
les for flex and ya . Writing the program took about one month
of work. It was written about ve years ago in the spare time of the
author, and took most of a Christmas va ation.
2.3.

Features

The aut program has the following features:
aut knows both the AUT-68 and AUT-QE languages. See Se tion
3 below for the details of the languages that aut an he k.

To type he k, aut has to he k the onvertibility of ertain types
(the type of a term versus the type that the ontext of that term
expe ts). To establish this onvertibility, aut applies -, Æ- and
-redu tions. It follows a similar redu tion strategy to the one in
the Zandleven he ker. aut an tra e redu tions with the -t ag.
It an turn o the -redu tions with the -e ag.
The aut program an print various summaries. The ags that are
related to this are:
ag
-d
-l
-m
-r
-v

information printed

duration of the he k in se onds
ounts of the various kinds of lines in the book
amount of memory used
redu tion ounts for the various kinds of redu tion
version of the program

The -Z ag is an abbreviation of the ombination -dlmrv. With
this ag, for the le grundlagen.aut the summary that will be
printed is:3
8583 beta redu tions, 20004 delta redu tions, 2 eta redu tions
32 + 6878 = 6910 definitions, 4297 + 6910 = 11207 lines
96 blo ks = 3069 kilobytes
0 se onds = 0 minutes 0 se onds
aut 4.2, ( ) 1997 by satan software

3

If an Automath text is not orre t, the orre tness he k will generally take a very long time. This means that Automath orre tness,
although theoreti ally de idable, is in pra ti e only semi-de idable.
The `0 se onds' means that the he k stayed within the same se ond.
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A orre t line generally an be he ked with only a few redu tions4
but to establish the in orre tness of an in orre t line, aut will often
need many redu tions, and for all pra ti al purposes the he k will
behave as if the program hangs. (The reason why Automath has
this problem and more modern systems do not, is that in Automath
de nitions are `transparent' by default. Therefore Automath will
keep expanding de nitions for a long time when a line is not well
typed.)
aut an limit the number of redu tions per type he k with the
-n ag. If the number of redu tions for a type he k ex eeds this
limit, the program will give a message that the line probably is
in orre t and then will ontinue with the rest of the le.
The aut program o ers the possibility to have a de nition be
`opaque': in that ase it will not be used in Æ-redu tions (transparent and opaque fun tion de nitions are also present in the Coq
system). Opaque abbreviation lines are indi ated by a ~ symbol in
front of the middle part of the line. With the -f ags these opaque
de nitions are onsidered to be transparent again.
The aut program will print the Automath book in a standard
form on the output if it is given the -y ag. This is not a prettyprinter, as the printed Automath will not ontain any white spa e.
With the -k ag the user an ontrol whether impli it arguments
should be omitted or printed (see Se tion 5.1 below for a dis ussion
of impli it arguments).
The original Automath from the seventies ould extra t an ex erpt
for a line in an Automath book. aut will do this if it is given the
-x ag. See Se tion 5 below for an example of su h an ex erpt.
aut an also generate an ex erpt for all primitive notion lines (the
`axioms') in the Automath book.
aut will ` ompile' an Automath book to one big -term if it is given
the -g ag. See Se tion 6 below for a des ription of this feature.

3. The languages
The aut program both knows the AUT-68 and AUT-QE diale ts of
the Automath language, but it also an he k languages that are `in
between' AUT-68 and AUT-QE.
4
The most ompli ated line in grundlagen.aut is line 9832, whi h needs 74
redu tions.
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There are various ags that ontrol various features of the language
that is he ked as des ribed in Se tion 3.3 below. With all ags in
the `AUT-68 position' aut will he k AUT-68, with all ags in the
`AUT-QE position' aut will he k AUT-QE, but with some ags in
one position and some in the other, aut will he k a language that is
in between these two languages.
3.1.

Language flags

There are four ags that a e t the type theory of the language that
aut he ks.
-a Allow abstra tions of degree one.

This ag has to be hosen for AUT-QE.
Without this ag, there are no -abstra tions allowed of whi h the
body has degree one, i.e., of whi h the body is TYPE or PROP. In
grundlagen.aut su h an abstra tion o urs for instan e in lines
221{222, whi h is the de nition of the universal quanti er:
* sigma := --- ; TYPE
sigma * p
:= --- ; [x,sigma℄PROP
p * all := p ; PROP

The term [x,sigma℄PROP in the se ond line is not allowed without
the -a ag. (The Automath notation [x,sigma℄ both is used for
- and -abstra tion. See Se tion 6.1 below for a dis ussion of the
identi ation of  and  in Automath.)
-b Omit abstra tions when al ulating ategories of degree one.

This ag has to be hosen for AUT-68.
Consider the following fragment of the AUT-68 text (D.1) from
page 689 of (Nederpelt et al., 1994):
{1.1}
* bool :=
{1.2}
* x
:=
{1.3} x * TRUE :=
{1.4}

PN
--PN

; TYPE
; bool
; TYPE

* CONTR := [v,bool℄TRUE(v) ; TYPE

The expression TRUE(v) has ategory TYPE. Without the -b ag
the expression [v,bool℄TRUE(v) gets the ategory [v,bool℄TYPE.
With the -b ag the abstra tion [v,bool℄ is omitted and it gets
the orre t ategory TYPE.
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-p Allow the PROP type.

This ag has to be hosen for AUT-QE.
Automath has two basi `types of types' alled TYPE and PROP.
The reason for distinguishing between the two is that without this
distin tion the `propositions as types' interpretation auses the
double negation law to behave like a Hilbert hoi e operator.
Without the -p ag only TYPE is allowed. With this ag, also PROP
may be used.
-q Allow type in lusion.

This ag has to be hosen for AUT-QE.
The AUT-QE language has type in lusion. An expression that
has ategory [x1 ,A1℄: : :[xn ,An℄TYPE, also is orre t for ategory
[x1 ,A1 ℄: : :[xk ,Ak ℄TYPE when k < n. With the -q ag aut he ks
the text with type in lusion.
3.2.

Some other flags

There are some other ags that a e t the language that aut he ks.
However, these ags are not type related.
-

Put ontext parameters in front of other de nitions.

Consider the following Automath fragment:
* A := PN
* x := --x * y := --+p
* x := PN
y * f := x
-p

; TYPE {1}
; A
{2}
; A
{3}
{4}
; A
{5}
; A
{6}
{7}

The x on the sixth line, is it the x from the se ond line or is it the
x from the fth line? The aut program uses the same name spa e
for the identi ers in all three kinds of lines. Therefore the x in the
de nition of f is taken to be the x from the fth line, be ause that
is the last de nition of x that is in s ope. However to be able to

he k the Grundlagen translation orre tly, the parameters of the
de nition have to be given priority over the order of the de nitions
in the le. Therefore with the - ag, aut onsiders the x from the
se ond line to be the meaning of the x in the de nition of f.
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-o Disallow expli it paragraph referen es in parameters.

With this ag, a parameter of a fun tion de nition is not allowed
to be expli itly quali ed with an index that refers to a paragraph.

-s Disallow paragraph re-openers without a star.
With this ag, aut will insist on the * in the +*p line that re-opens
a paragraph p that has been losed before.

3.3.



AUT-68, AUT-QE, AUT-

The three Automath languages that are relevant for aut are AUT-68,
AUT-QE and AUT-.
aut will a ept a language that is in the interse tion of AUT-68 and
AUT-QE if it is invoked with no ags at all.
aut will he k the input as AUT-68 with the -b ag.
aut will he k the input as AUT-QE with the -Q ag. This is
an abbreviation of the ombination of ags -a opqs. However the
Grundlagen translation already will be a epted with only the -a pq
ags.
aut annot he k AUT-. However, it an ompile its input to an
AUT- term, as des ribed in Se tion 6 below. This term will only
make sense as AUT- for the language that aut he ks with the -a
ag.
3.4.

Synta ti al variants

In the Automath literature one nds various synta ti al onventions.

aut tries to be forgiving in this respe t, and a epts di erent notations

for the same notions. For instan e, it a epts as alternatives:
*
:=
--PN
;
;
[x,A℄
TYPE
.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$


=
EB
PRIM
:
E
[x:A℄
'type'
-

(to be typed as ` ^HE')

Furthermore aut allows one to swit h the order of the middle and
ategory parts. Instead of writing:
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x * f := t : A

one is allowed to write:
x * f : A := t

This is the natural way to write this line onsidering its AUT-
translation, be ause in that translation a binder [f:A℄ o urs.
Finally, aut onsiders the ontext part of a line to be a rst lass
itizen that stands on itself. At ea h point in the text there will be a
`natural' ontext. A line:
x * f := t : A

will onsist of two `halves':
x *

f := t : A

that an o ur separately on their own. The rst half `sets' the ontext
to x. The se ond half de nes the fun tion f in the ontext that is urrent
at that point (note that this line does not have a * at the start). If there
are several su essive abbreviation lines without a ontext part, they
share the same ontext. After a blo k opening line the ontext will be
set to the variable that is introdu ed in that line.
A blo k opening line (now without ontext part):
x := --- : A

also may be written:
[x:A℄

The idea of rst lass ontext parts and the alternative syntax for
blo k opening lines both have been taken from the Grundlagen les.
See Se tion 5.1 below for an example of an Automath text in this style.
When the ontext part does not need to be written for all lines,
it be omes ambiguous what the ontexts are when one hanges paragraphs. Consider the following Automath fragment (as not all lines in
this fragment have a ontext part, not all of these lines have a *):
* A
x
+p
y
-p
f
* z
+*p
g
-p

:= PN ; TYPE
:= --- ; A
:= --- ; A
:= PN ; TYPE
:= --- ; A
:= PN ; A
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There are di erent hoi es possible for the `natural' ontexts of f and
g. aut takes the ontext after the rst -p to be the ontext before
the +p (instead of the ontext from `inside' the paragraph p), and the
ontext after the +*p to be the ontext just before this +*p (instead
of `remembering' the old ontext from inside the paragraph p). This
means that it takes the ontext of f to be x and the ontext of g
to be z. This is onsistent with the way that ontexts behave in the
Grundlagen les.

4. EÆ ien y
We will ompare the speed of the aut he ker with the he kers from
the seventies. We will then dis uss some implementation issues that
a e t the eÆ ien y of the aut he ker.
4.1.

Redu tion

ounts and timings

The grundlagen.aut le ontains 32 primitive notion lines, 4297 blo k
opening lines and 6878 abbreviation lines. Here are some statisti s on
the number of redu tions and the he king times needed for this le, for
the two Automath he kers from the seventies and for the aut he ker:
rst he ker se ond he ker aut he ker
-redu tions
-redu tions
Æ-redu tions
-redu tions
he king time

8952
5485
16912
2

{
6362
18939
2

2112.8 s

4116.1 s

{
8583
20004
2
0.6 s

The se ond he ker from the seventies and the aut he ker both do not
use a named representation of bound variables in -terms, so they do
not need -redu tions. The di eren e in redu tion ounts are aused
by the di eren e in redu tion strategies of those he kers.
Clearly the omputers have be ome mu h faster sin e the seventies!
The speed of aut is ompatible with the speed of the Metamath system
(Megill, 1997), whi h is able to he k its whole library in se onds. This
system also is a one pass bat h he ker for a simple proof language and
it is also written in C.
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4.2.

Term representation

The two ommon approa hes to implement a type he ker for typed
- al ulus is using named variables or using de Bruijn indi es. These
are the natural hoi es when using a fun tional programming language
like ML or Haskell. The aut he ker takes the less ommon approa h
(in type he king of typed - al uli) of using a term graph representation. This is the natural hoi e when using a pro edural programming
language like C or Java. Here is the K ombinator xy:x in these three
di erent representations (in this paper we ount de Bruijn indi es from
zero, f. item 2 in Se tion 6.2 below, so the middle representation has
a 1 instead of a 2):
a

x




y








x
1
An advantage of this third representation is that one does not need to
be on erned with - onversions, and also that one does not need to
renumber de Bruijn indi es when substituting a term inside another
term.
An interesting property of the term graph representation is that one
will get terms in whi h variables point to -nodes that do not `see'
these variables. I.e., variables will not always be in the sub-term that is
`under' their -node. For instan e, suppose we have a term x:(y:y)x,
and want to al ulate the -redu t of the sub-term (y:y)x. Now if we
do not redu e the full term but just al ulate the redu t of the subterm, then the term graph that will be in memory after the redu tion
will be:
<o













/









e



(The dotted arrow does not orrespond to something in memory: it just
shows where the -redu tion has happened.) The node for the result
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of the redu tion, x, will still point to the original x-node, but it will
not be in the sub-term that is under this .
aut treats its term graphs in a purely fun tional way: it will only
generate new nodes, but it will never modify parts of the graph that
already exist.
4.3.

Memory management

The aut he ker is a non-intera tive one pass program. This means that
its memory management an be extremely simple. It does not need a
garbage olle tor. It also does not need to free memory blo k-by-blo k.
The aut program allo ates memory on a sta k. It will never free
memory blo ks expli itly, so this sta k will just grow. When it nishes
parsing a line and starts the type he k of that line, it remembers
the urrent position of the sta k pointer. Then when it nishes type
he king the line it resets the sta k pointer to this remembered position,
e e tively freeing all memory that was used during the type he k, and
moves on to the next Automath line. This means that the memory
onsumption of the program will grow in a `saw tooth' pattern. It also
means that memory allo ation and de-allo ation will be fast.

5. Printing ex erpts
The aut program an extra t an ex erpt of a line in an Automath book.
This is the minimal subset of the lines in the book that ontains the
given line and in whi h all referen es from the lines in the subset point
to lines in the subset. We will present an example of su h an ex erpt.
5.1.

Ex erpt of Satz 1

Here is the text of `Satz 1' (both the statement and the proof) from
page 27 of the German version of the Grundlagen :

Satz 1: Aus

folgt

Beweis: Sonst ware
also na h Axiom 4

x 6= y
x0 6= y0 :
x0 = y 0
x = y:
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This `Axiom 4' that this proof refers to is the fourth Peano axiom. And
here is the ex erpt of satz15 from the Automath translation:
+l
[a:PROP℄[b:PROP℄
imp:=[x,a℄b:PROP
[ :PROP℄[i:imp(a,b)℄[j:imp(b, )℄
trimp:=[x,a℄<<x>i>j:imp(a, )
 on:=PRIM:PROP
anot:=imp( on):PROP
+imp
b[n:not(b)℄[i:imp(a,b)℄
th3:=trimp( on,i,n):not(a)
-imp
[sigma:TYPE℄
+e
[s:sigma℄[t:sigma℄
is:=PRIM:PROP
+st
+eq
+landau
+n
nat:=PRIM:TYPE
[x:nat℄[y:nat℄
is:=is(nat,x,y):PROP
nis:=not(is(x,y)):PROP
su :=PRIM:[x,nat℄nat
ax4:=PRIM:[x,nat℄[y,nat℄[u,is(<x>su ,<y>su )℄is(x,y)
[x:nat℄[y:nat℄[n:nis(x,y)℄
+21
[i:is(<x>su ,<y>su )℄
t1:=<i><y><x>ax4:is(x,y)
-21
satz1:=th3"l-imp"(is(<x>su ,<y>su ),is(x,y),n,[u,is(<x>su
,<y>su )℄t1"-21"(u)):nis(<x>su ,<y>su )
-n
-landau
-eq
-st
-e
-l

This is a orre t AUT-QE text on its own.
5
The de nition of satz1 is line 980 of the le grundlagen.aut.
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When printing an Automath text, by default aut omits as many
impli it arguments as possible. Impli it arguments are an Automath
feature: one is allowed to omit initial arguments to a fun tion if they
happen to oin ide with the orresponding parameters in the de nition of the fun tion. For instan e onsider the term imp( on) in the
de nition of the not fun tion. This really is the term imp(a, on) but
be ause imp is de ned in the form imp(a,b), the rst argument of
de nition and usage are the same and so the a may be omitted. In this
spe i example the usage of impli it arguments is only onfusing, but
impli it arguments be ome essential in Automath when one works with
many fun tion de nitions that share a large part of their ontext.
This ex erpt shows that Automath has two kinds of fun tion appli ation. There is fun tion appli ation on the level of the - al ulus
(for instan e in the term <<x>i>j, whi h means `j (i(x))'), and there is
instantiation of de ned fun tions (for instan e in the term imp(a,b)).
The rst kind is written with angular bra kets, it has only one argument, and this argument pre edes the fun tion ( f. item 4 in Se tion
6.2). The se ond kind is written with round bra kets, there an be more
than one argument, and these arguments follow the fun tion symbol.
In AUT- (as well as in most modern higher order proof assistants)
both kinds of fun tion appli ation have been merged.

6. Automath proof obje ts
The aut he ker an ompile an Automath book to an AUT- proof
obje t. We will des ribe AUT- and then present an example of su h
an Automath proof obje t.
6.1. -typed versus -typed type theory
Automath is fundamentally di erent from the modern type theories,
whi h are alled pure type systems (Barendregt, 1992). In Automath
the type of a -expression is itself again a -expression. In a pure type
system the type of a -expression is a produ t type or -expression.
The Automath type theories traditionally have been des ribed in an
algorithmi way (by presenting a type he ker), unlike the pure type
systems whi h are generally des ribed by a dedu tion system of typing
rules. In (de Groote, 1993) the Automath type theories are presented
in a more modern style. The abstra tion rule of a pure type system:

; x:A ` B : C
` x:A:C : s s 2 S
` x:A:B : x:A:C

(abstra tion)
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then be omes:

; x:A ` B : C
(abstra tion)
` x:A:B : x:A:C
This learly is simpler. The Automath appli ation rule from (de Groote,
1993) an be written as:

` F : G ` a : A G  x:A:B
` F a : Ga

(appli ation)

(This rule suggests to add -appli ation to pure type systems, with a
redu tion rule:
(x:A:B )a ! B [x := a℄
Su h a system is investigated in (Kamareddine and Nederpelt, 1996)
and (Kamareddine et al., 1999). In a sense this system is in between
Automath and the pure type systems.)
We will brie y dis uss the la k of popularity in the type theoreti
ommunity of the -typed type theories in Se tion 7.2 below.
6.2.



AUT-

If one streamlines Automath to its simplest form, one ends up with a
system that on page 32 of (Nederpelt et al., 1994) is alled AUT-.
This system is de ned in (de Bruijn, 1987), where it is just alled .
In (de Groote, 1993) the system is alled .
In the AUT- system a text is just one big -term. For this reason
an earlier version of this system was alled `Automath single line' or
AUT-SL.
An AUT- term is built from only four primitives:
1. The type of types. In (de Bruijn, 1987) this is written as  . In the
proof obje ts printed by aut, it is printed as * if it orresponds to
TYPE and + if it orresponds to PROP.
2. Bound variables. These are represented by de Bruijn indi es. Both
the paper whi h introdu ed the de Bruijn indi es (de Bruijn, 1972)
and the AUT- paper (de Bruijn, 1987) ount them from 1,
but the aut he ker ounts them from 0. Also, the aut he ker
represents the number 0 by the empty string. As an example, the
term A aA :A is written [ ℄ [1℄ 2 in (de Bruijn, 1987) and is printed
[*℄[℄1 by aut.
3. -abstra tion. The term x:A:B is written [A℄ B in (de Bruijn,
1987). It is printed [A℄B by aut.
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4. Fun tion appli ation. The term fa is written hai f in (de Bruijn,
1987). It is printed <a>f by aut, unless it has been derived from
the := in an abbreviation line, in whi h ase it is printed (a)f . This
means that to the Automath input line x := t ; A orresponds a
substring (t)[A℄ in the AUT- term.
To illustrate the smallness of the number four: the basi datatype exp
of the aut he ker has seven onstru tors, the basi datatypes typ
and term of the Isabelle/Pure logi al framework together have nine
onstru tors, and the basi datatype onstr of the Coq system has
sixteen onstru tors.
6.3.

Example

The AUT- translation of an aut text only makes sense if the text is
written in AUT-QE without type in lusion. This is the language that
aut he ks with the -a ag.
Here is an example of a text that already is a epted by aut without
any ags. It is in the interse tion of AUT-68 and AUT-QE:
+minimal
* Prop
* p
p * q
q * imp

:=
:=
:=
:=

PN
----PN

;
;
;
;

TYPE
Prop
Prop
Prop

+intuitionisti
* on
p * not
-intuitionisti

:= PN
:= imp( on)

; Prop
; Prop

p
q
_q
q
_p
_imp

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

PN
--PN
----PN

;
;
;
;
;
;

--PN

; Proof(not(not))
; Proof

*
*
*
*
*
*

Proof
_q
imp_intro
_p
_imp
imp_elim

+*intuitionisti
+ lassi al
p * _nn
:=
_nn * notnot_elim :=
- lassi al

TYPE
[_p,Proof(p)℄Proof(q)
Proof(imp)
Proof(p)
Proof(imp)
Proof(q)
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p * _ on
_ on * on_elim
-intuitionisti
-minimal

:= --; Proof( on)
:= notnot_elim"- lassi al"(imp_intro
(not, on,[_not,Proof(not)℄_ on))
; Proof

And here is the proof obje t that aut prints for this text:
[*℄[[℄[1℄2℄[1℄([2℄<1><>2)[[2℄3℄[[3℄*℄[[4℄[5℄[[<1>2℄<1>3℄<<
1><2>6>3℄[[5℄[6℄[<1>3℄[<<1><2>7>4℄<2>5℄[[6℄[<<<>4>4>3℄<1>4
℄([7℄[<6>4℄<<[<<1>6>5℄1><7><<1>6>4><1>2)[[7℄[<6>4℄<1>5℄

Written in onventional -notation this is the term:

Rp

P  ipP qP :P P :(npP :P RpP : I pP qP q^p^ :Rq :R(ipq)
E pP qP p^Rp^{R(ipq) :Rq DpP n^ R(n(np)) :Rp :(C pP ^R :Rp:C )
(pP ^R :Dp(I (np) (n^ R(np) :^))))(pP :ip )
Note that in this term the type P ! P ! P of the impli ation i is
pP qP :P instead of pP qP :P .
6.4.

The proof obje t of the Grundlagen

The proof obje t that aut prints for an Automath text that uses type
in lusion, is not orre t as an AUT- term. Although there is no
system `AUT--QE' in the literature, aut an still print the proof
obje t. Here is the proof obje t for grundlagen.aut:
([+℄[+℄[1℄1)[[+℄[+℄+℄([+℄[+℄[1℄[<1><2>3℄<1>)[[+℄[+℄[1℄[<1>
<2>3℄2℄([+℄[℄)[[+℄<><>2℄([+℄[+℄[+℄[<1><2>5℄[<1><2>6℄[4℄<<>
2>1)[[+℄[+℄[+℄[<1><2>5℄[<1><2>6℄<2><4>7℄[+℄([+℄<1><>5)[[+℄
+℄([+℄<<>1>1)[[+℄+℄([+℄[℄[<1>3℄<1>)[[+℄[℄<1>2℄[[+℄[<>2℄1℄(

1.8M of proof term taking 32722 lines omitted

><<3>92>1976>2000℄<<1><2>1991><<<><1><2><3><4>6><<1><2>199
6><<3><4>1996>1986><<3><4>1990><1><<<1><2>1996>1994><<<3><
4>1996>1994><3><2965>6711)[[2960℄[2961℄[2962℄[2963℄[<<<24>
<<>92>1904><<1>92>1976><<<24><<2>92>1904><<3>92>1976>2000℄
<1><3>2964℄

This -term ontains 2917  -types, 96528 -abstra tions, 406023 fun tion appli ations, and 499635 bound variables.
6.5.

Che king AUT-QE using Coq?

The -terms of AUT-QE annot be he ked by a modern system like
Coq, Agda or Lego. Consider the following orre t AUT-QE text:
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*
*
*
*
*

nat
0
seq
nat0
id

:= PN
; TYPE
:= PN
; nat
:= [n:nat℄nat ; [n:nat℄TYPE
:= <0>seq
; TYPE
:= [n:nat℄n ; seq

In this example, the type seq represents N ! N , the in nite sequen es
of natural numbers. The type nat0 is the type of the initial element of
su h a sequen e (and it is onvertible with nat). The fun tion id is the
sequen e orresponding to the identity fun tion: 0; 1; 2; : : :
In Automath the - and -binders have been merged, but in a pure
type system they have to be distinguished. It is not possible to hoose
between a - or -binder for the binder in [n:nat℄nat in su h a way
that the resulting text will be orre t in a modern system. It has to be
a  to make the typing [n:nat℄nat : [n:nat℄TYPE legal, and also to
make the expression <0>seq orre t, but it has to be a  to make the
typing [n:nat℄n : seq legal.
In the AUT-QE language types are not unique be ause of the feature
of type in lusion. The type of seq, [n:nat℄TYPE, is in luded in the
type TYPE. Therefore seq an both be used in a ontext that needs
type [n:nat℄TYPE, as well as in a ontext that needs type TYPE. In a
singly sorted (or `fun tional') proper type system types are unique (up
to onvertibility), and there is nothing orresponding to type in lusion.
The problem with the example is not related to type in lusion. It is
also present in AUT-, a system that does not have type in lusion.
The proof obje t of the example is:
[*℄[℄([1℄2)[[1℄*℄(<1>)[*℄([3℄)[1℄

or in onventional -notation:

N  z N :(S n

N :

:(M  :(iS :i)(nN :n))(Sz ))(nN :N )

This is a orre t AUT- term. But again, there is no way to hange
some of the s in this term to s in su h a way that it be omes orre t
in a pure type system. The type of S an not be a sort, so S should
not o ur as a type, but it does, as the type of i.
In Examples 5.2.4 of (Barendregt, 1992) a singly sorted pure type
system alled AUT-QE is de ned, taken from (van Benthem Jutting,
1990). It has the following spe i ation:

S ; 2; 
A :2
R (; ; ); (; 2; 2); (2; ; ); (2; 2; ); (; ; ); (2; ; )
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This system en odes the distin tion between the two kinds of fun tion
appli ation of AUT-QE, but it does not solve the problem of the disambiguation of s into s and s, and it does not solve the problem of
how to deal with Automath's type in lusion in a pure type system.
It might be possible to generate Coq, Agda or Lego versions of an
AUT-QE text (like the Grundlagen translation), but it is not a mere
matter of syntax. For this reason, the aut program does not have a
feature to print its -terms in the syntax of one of those systems.
If an approa h is developed to generate modern style -terms from
an AUT-QE text, an implementation of su h an approa h an start
from the proof obje t that aut prints.

7. Con lusion
7.1.

Possible future extensions

Here are some possible extensions of the aut he ker. They are the features that are urrently missing. We have no spe i plans to implement
these in the near future.
Teles opes and segments.

Automath an be extended with teles opes, whi h are variables
for lists of -binders. This extension of the Automath language is
des ribed in (de Bruijn, 1991). A generalization of teles opes is
alled segments (Balsters, 1986).
The aut he ker urrently does not implement teles opes or segments. It is not immediately lear how to implement them in the
term graph representation that is used by aut.
AUT-SYNT, AUT-.
There are diale ts of the Automath language that have never been
implemented. In Appendix 9 of (van Benthem Jutting, 1979), reprodu ed as (B.5) in (Nederpelt et al., 1994), the AUT-SYNT
language is des ribed. In this language parts of terms are synthesized automati ally by the system. In Chapter VIII of (van Daalen,
1980), reprodu ed as (B.6) in (Nederpelt et al., 1994), the AUT-
language is des ribed. This is an extension of AUT-SYNT that has
teles opes and - and -types.
The aut system is urrently not able to he k these languages.
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7.2.

Lessons for modern systems

We do not try to advo ate an Automath revival. Automath is very
elegant, but it is too basi for the formalization of large s ale mathemati s. However, our experien e with aut pointed out some things that
might be noted by modern systems:
Proof he kers an be fast.
aut an he k the translation of a full book in under a se ond. The

modern systems annot even ome lose to that. The reason for
this is that the modern systems not only he k the proof, but also
do a lot of work for the user onstru ting the proof.
Obviously they should: the user's time is mu h more valuable than
the omputer's time. However, it is desirable to be able to re he k
proofs with the speed of aut after they have been pro essed a rst
time. Most modern systems onstru t all proofs from s rat h every
time they re he k a text.
We advo ate investigating the notion of proof a hing. After a
system has onstru ted a proof it should be kept, and during a
next he k it then already will be available and an be he ked
fast.
AUT- is an interesting logi al framework.
The Grundlagen translation uses lassi al logi , but N.G. de Bruijn
laims that Automath is a restaurant. Just as in a restaurant one
an order di erent kinds of food, one an use Automath to de ne
di erent logi s. In modern terminology this means that he proposes
to use Automath as a logi al framework (Pfenning, 1996).
Of the modern systems for formalizing mathemati s, the Isabelle
system (Paulson, 1994; Nipkow et al., 2002) is the primary one
that is based on a logi al framework. It onsists of the logi al
framework alled Isabelle/Pure, and on top of this a higher order
logi is de ned alled Isabelle/HOL. Also rst order logi with
ZFC set theory is available as Isabelle/ZF.
AUT- is the ultimate logi al framework. It has not had the
attention that it deserves. The two main reasons for this are:

 The type theory of AUT- is -typed, while the urrent

type theories are -typed. Be ause of this, AUT- has no
naive set theoreti model and therefore is onsidered to be
`just syntax' and to have `no meaning'.
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 The theory of LF as a logi al framework is well developed,
but the orresponding theory of AUT- is not. In (Harper
et al., 1991) it has been proved that the proofs that one an
do with rst order logi en oded in LF orrespond exa tly
to the proofs of rst order logi itself. A similar result for
AUT- has never been proved.

We laim that it is worthwhile to investigate models of AUT-
and to develop the theory for AUT- orresponding to (Harper
et al., 1991).
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